


2-1 Shower Rail - MZ0704.



2-1 Shower Rail - MZ0704.

Meir is an
Australian company

that designs and manufactures
Premium Architectural Tapware in a range

of finishes, including Matte Black and Chrome;
all with an emphasis on modern design and clean lines.

2-1 Shower Rail - MZ0704.



Wall Mixer - Mw01



Wall Mixer - Mw01

Designed
with the assistance

of leading Australian architects,
Meir crafts each piece from concept

to production at the highest standards and
uses an Electroplated matte finish

for durability Meir is confidently
able to offer an outstanding

15-yearwarranty.

Wall Mixer - MW01 and Spout - MS01



Freestanding Bath Mixer - MB09



Freestanding Bath Mixer - MB09

Matte Black is subtle yet elegant.

Spout - MS05 and Cross Stop Taps - MW08



Meir is an
Australian company

that designs and manufactures
Premium Architectural Tapware in a range

of finishes, including Matte Black and Chrome;
all with an emphasis on modern design and clean lines.

Freestanding Bath Mixer - MB08



Meir is an
Australian company

that designs and manufactures
Premium Architectural Tapware in a range

of finishes, including Matte Black and Chrome;
all with an emphasis on modern design and clean lines.

Freestanding Bath Mixer - MB08

This range
dares to push the

boundaries of luxury tapware,
in an ever-changing landscape where

design trends shift away
from traditional

Chrome.

Kitchen Mixer - MK03



Meir’s renowned electroplated matte finish
is the world’s most respected

and distributed offering in
our range of

finishes.

Wall Mixer - MW01 and Spout - MS01



Meir’s renowned electroplated matte finish
is the world’s most respected

and distributed offering in
our range of

finishes.

Wall Mixer - MW01 and Spout - MS01

Spout - MS05 and Wall Mixer MW03



2-1 Shower Rail - MZ0704.



2-1 Shower Rail - MZ0704.

Our signature
Champagne, finish is the

most elegant offering in our range.

Spout - MS05 and Wall Mixer MW03



A sophisticated combination of Chrome and
Rose-Gold makes the Champagne

the unmistakable choice for
an ultra-premium

experience.

Spout - MS05 and Wall Mixer MW03



A sophisticated combination of Chrome and
Rose-Gold makes the Champagne

the unmistakable choice for
an ultra-premium

experience.

Spout - MS05 and Wall Mixer MW03
Kitchen Mixer - MK03



O’rama Basin Mixer



O’rama Basin Mixer

Design is an
absolute value for Newform.

Function becomes an aesthetic symbol and
bath fittings are elevated to furnishing

details which represents lifestyle
and personality.

Park Shower Rose and Arm



XT Basin Mixer

XT Basin Mixer



XT Basin Mixer

XT Basin Mixer

XT Tall Basin Mixer



Newform is
continuously looking

for new stylistic and technological
solutions not only within the boundary of the

industry, but with an equal eye on the fashion world.

XT Wall Mounted Mixer and Spout



Newform is
continuously looking

for new stylistic and technological
solutions not only within the boundary of the

industry, but with an equal eye on the fashion world.

XT Wall Mounted Mixer and Spout Linfa Tall Basin Mixer



Daytime Basin Mixer



Daytime Basin Mixer Daytime Style Basin Mixer



Linfa Basin Mixer



Linfa Basin Mixer

Newform focuses its creative genius in the bathroom
environment, which becomes the perfect meeting

place between the individual, modern design
and fundamental need

of practicality.

With foresight, 
intuition and great attention

to the genesis of new trends, Newform
transforms the ordinary into the extraordinary.

Linfa Wall Mounted Mixer and Spout



Real Swivel Kitchen Mixer with adjustable Spout



Real Swivel Kitchen Mixer with adjustable Spout

Thanks to a
constant visual research and a

persistent innovating drive, Newform transforms
Kitchen interiors in a distinguished and lovely display of

elegance featuring extremely functional design,
top end materials, care for details, and

strict control of the entire
production
process.

Real Swivel Kitchen Mixer with Pull-out Hand Shower 



Intelligent products for beautiful, functional,
comfortable and sustainable bathrooms that

ensure wellbeing for many years to come

Cape Cod Counter Top Basin



Intelligent products for beautiful, functional,
comfortable and sustainable bathrooms that

ensure wellbeing for many years to come

Cape Cod Counter Top Basin

How can you create a modern but yet timeless
bathroom series, that adapts to the upmost differential styles?

By reducing its design entirely and focusing on the
users personality and
individuality instead.



New interpretation of timeless geometry:
The consistently rectangular design language of the

Vero bathroom range from 2001 is one of the classics
in the Duravit program. 



New interpretation of timeless geometry:
The consistently rectangular design language of the

Vero bathroom range from 2001 is one of the classics
in the Duravit program. 

And now it's time for Vero Air:
Thanks to today's technical options, Vero Air is a complete

bathroom collection that combines the unmistakeable
character of the original with a new level of

precision and perfect
proportions.

Luv Counter Top Basin



Shower + Bath unites modern bathroom design and optimum
use of space in one product. As a shower, high-quality
bathtub, seat and shelf, the new shower and bathtub

combination unites several functions in one.
Ergo: a major space advantage, even in 

small bathrooms, and a
more creative scope

when it comes
to bathroom

planning.

Eoos Shower + Bath



Shower + Bath unites modern bathroom design and optimum
use of space in one product. As a shower, high-quality
bathtub, seat and shelf, the new shower and bathtub

combination unites several functions in one.
Ergo: a major space advantage, even in 

small bathrooms, and a
more creative scope

when it comes
to bathroom

planning.

Eoos Shower + Bath

Our Shower + Bath
designed by EOOS has it all.

The lockable safety glass door transforms
the shower into a relaxing bathtub. The mechanical

door locking ensures that the door
cannot be opened

when the drain
is closed

Eoos Shower + Bath



Happy D.2 Back to Wall Toilet & Floor Mounted Bidet



Happy D.2 Back to Wall Toilet & Floor Mounted Bidet Happy D.2 Wall Hung Toilet & Bidet

Happy D.2 Floor Mounted Toilet & Floor Mounted Bidet



The unusual
design of the Luv series,  combines

Nordic minimalism with timeless elegance.
Gentle forms follow a stringent geometry. Luv is

defined by precise, clear and fine forms
and edges. The designer's original

vision for this range was a
bowl filled with water

on a table.

Luv Counter Top BasinLuv Series Furniture and Luv Bathtub



The unusual
design of the Luv series,  combines

Nordic minimalism with timeless elegance.
Gentle forms follow a stringent geometry. Luv is

defined by precise, clear and fine forms
and edges. The designer's original

vision for this range was a
bowl filled with water

on a table.

Luv Counter Top BasinLuv Series Furniture and Luv Bathtub

The result is a
new design language that,

both minimalist and elegant, can be
interpreted in a highly individual manner.

Luv Series Furniture and Luv Counter Top Basin



Stiles has one focussed mission statement.

UNCOMPROMISED EXCELLENCE!

“Our ideal is setting the highest industry standards in both
quality and fashion

with a well developed sales, logistical and infrastructural
footprint in Cape Town and George.

We pride ourselves on service, technical advice
and innovative support.

Visit our new showroom at 37 Paarden Eiland Road
and see our exclusive range of

imported top quality tiles.
Our George showroom is a complete one-stop-shop,

featuring a wide selection of
imported Italian tiles, Calore Fireplaces

and designer Sanware.


